We report electric detection of ferromagnetic resonance ͑FMR͒ in epitaxially grown single crystal iron film through microwave photovoltage generation technique. The experimental results agree well with the established theory about FMR in iron films, showing excellent extendability of such a technique onto different ferromagnets as an effective way to study magnetocrystalline anisotropy and spin excitations. Furthermore, the information about the phase of magnetization precession is implicated in the lineshape of photovoltage, which makes it possible to probe in details into magnetic phase dynamics that is of significance for devising spintronic devices.
Microwave photovoltage technique has been recently applied to detect spin excitations in ferromagnetic material Permalloy 1,2 and spintronic material GaMnAs. 3 This technique casts fresh insight into the classic topic by integrating easy setting-up work and desired sensitivity. In the mean time, it raises the question on the extension compatibility of such a technique to other ferromagnets with strong magnetocrystalline anisotropy, among which iron films of single crystal structure grown on semiconductor substrate are representative in the development of magnetoelectronics for their controllable magnetic properties that can be utilized to realize, for example, electron spin filter 4 and spin wave focusing. 5 In this letter, we report the detection of microwave photovoltage in single crystal iron film, which turns out to be an effective way to probe into ferromagnetic resonance ͑FMR͒ and related anisotropy effect. The experimental results are well explained by the established theory about magnetocrystalline anisotropy in iron films, and provide us additional information about the phase of magnetization in precession, which makes it a potential method to look further into magnetic phase dynamics driven by rf excitation.
The sample was grown by molecule beam epitaxy ͑MBE͒ at room temperature in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber. Like the iron bulks, the Curie temperature of the sample is 770°C, and the saturation magnetization 0 M ͑ 0 is the magnetic permeability of vacuum͒ is 2.1 T. 6 Relevant details about the growth procedures can be referred to previous works. [7] [8] [9] To facilitate electrical detection, the sample was fabricated into a stripe along the ͓110͔ direction, of which l 1 =50 m wide, l 2 = 7 mm long, and l 3 = 20 nm thick. Leading wires were bound to the indium contacts on the ends of the sample. Through a hollow brass waveguide, microwave in TE 10 mode was introduced to the sample. The sample sketch and the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ , where the coordinate system is established in the way that the z axis is along the in-plane applied magnetic field H, whose orientation is fixed, and the x axis is chosen to be perpendicular to the film. The sample was rotatable together with the waveguide in the film plane without changing its position relative to the waveguide. The direction of H and M, denoted by H and M , respectively, is measured with respect to the ͓−110͔ direction.
Classically, the magnetization dynamics under rf excitation is described by the Landau-Liftshitz-Gilbert ͑LLG͒ equation
In the above equation, ␣ G is the Gilbert damping coefficient, proximated by demagnetizing field along the x axis considering l 3 Ӷ l 1 , l 2 . With regards to the anisotropy field, it is known that iron film is typical of cubic and uniaxial anisotropy with the latter imposed along the ͓110͔ direction. 10 In the neighborhood of FMR, i.e., ͉H − H R ͉ Ӷ H R ͑H R is the resonance field͒, the magnetic susceptibility can be expanded to the first order of ͉H − H R ͉ / H R , and the field range of interest in our experiment validates using the approximation M Ϸ H to simplify the result. It follows that
in which is the angular frequency of microwave, 0 = ␥H 0 , M = ␥M eff with the gyromagnetic ratio ␥ = 29.4 0 GHz/ T for iron, and ⌬H Ϸ ␣ G / ␥ is the half width at half maximum of photovoltage lineshape, as will be clear later. The composite field H 0 and the effective magnetization M eff are defined as
where K 2Ќ is the uniaxial anisotropy constant perpendicular to the film that stems from the Neel surface anisotropy, 11, 12 and K 2͑4͒ʈ is the in-plane uniaxial ͑cubic͒ anisotropy constant. These anisotropy constants are defined in a similar way given in Ref. 13 . The resonance frequency then takes the form
which resembles the Kittel's formula. Further, we denote M +2K 2Ќ / 0 M in the expression of M eff as M * . It is that couples m with h. When the sample is driven into FMR, the varying magnetoresistance induced by the precession of m rectifies the microwave current, resulting in macroscopically observable dc voltage along the sample stripe. Following the same spirit in the work of Mecking et al., 14 such a form of leads to the result that the lineshape of photovoltage can be decomposed into a Lorentzian and a dispersive part, which can be formulized for unit length as
In the above equation, R A is the anisotropic magnetoresistance coefficience of iron, j is the microwave current density along the sample stripe, is the resistivity of the sample when M is parallel with j, m is the phase difference between m and j at H = H R , and L and D denote the amplitude of the Lorentzian and the dispersive part, respectively. Figure 1͑b͒ shows the frequency dispersion of photovoltage from f = 12.1 to 19.9 GHz at H = 45°. The data has been normalized, with the amplitude being mapped into gray scale as the indicator marks. There are three features seen in this figure. First, the shift of resonance peak exhibits a hyperbolalike dependence on H, which is described by Eq. ͑4͒ that characterizes FMR dispersion with in-plane magnetization. Second, the photovoltage signal changes polarity as the direction of H is reversed, which is typical for the rectification effect concerning the phase of m.
14 Third, depending on the frequency, the lineshape may change from a Lorentzian part dominated one to a dispersive part dominated one. To illustrate this point, two typical measurement results at f = 12.5 and 18.9 GHz are displayed on the top. The solid lines are fitting results according to Eq. ͑5͒. It is apparent that at 12.5 GHz the lineshape is almost Lorentzian, while at 18.9 GHz it becomes dominantly dispersive.
Due to the presence of magnetocrystalline anistropy, the resonance position of FMR is expected to be dependent on H as well. Figure 2 shows the measured photovoltage as a function of H at the two frequencies examplified in the top of Fig. 1͑b͒ . The same gray scale is applied here to represent the amplitude of signal. It is evident that the resonance position varies drastically as H changes from 0 to 2 with four cycles emerging. H R reaches its lowest value when M is aligned along the easy axes, i.e., the ͓Ϯ1,0,0͔ and ͓0, Ϯ 1,0͔ directions, and the highest H R appears when M is aligned along the hard axises, i.e. the ͓Ϯ1, Ϯ 1,0͔ directions.
According to Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒, the angular dependence of H R can be fitted to obtain M * , K 4ʈ , and K 2ʈ . To avoid any possible influence from domain structures, we fit the angular dispersion at 18.9 GHz first, where H is large enough to align M in uniform status, and then use the output parameters to reproduce the dispersion at 12.5 GHz. It is seen in Fig.  3͑a͒ that the fitting results well repeat the experimental data. The fitted 0 M * is 1.94 T, fairly smaller than 0 M, which can be attributed to the influence of the surface anisotropy under which K 2Ќ becomes negative. 15 The in-plane uniaxial anisotropy field 2K 2ʈ / M is found to be 2.1 mT, and the cubic 
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counterpart 2K 4ʈ / M is 44.2 mT. The fourthfold symmetry of H R versus H can be attributed to the K 4ʈ term, and the slight shift in H R at H = 0°and 180°compared with that at H = 90°and 270°originates from the small K 2ʈ term. One may notice that for bcc iron films, the existence of the K 2ʈ term has aroused much debation about its origin. An intrinsic one has been proposed in the work of Krebs et al. 16 suggesting that hybridization between the valence band electrons of iron and the dangling bonds at GaAs͑001͒ surface is responsible for such uniaxial anisotropy. The ratio between K 2ʈ and K 4ʈ in our work is about 0.05. In fact, this ratio is expected to be dependent on the film thickness considering the interfacial nature of the K 2ʈ term. For instance, in 4 nm thick ultrathin iron film, larger K 2ʈ / K 4ʈ around 0.1 has been reported. 10 Concerning the thickness of our sample, the magnitude of K 4ʈ and the fact K 2ʈ Ӷ K 4ʈ are in good agreement with preceding work that studied the magnetocrystalline anisotropy in iron films by microwave absorption spectroscopy. 15 Obtaining the value of those anisotropy constants, we come back to the frequency dispersion discussed in Fig. 1 to testify the consistency between the measurements. The variance of FMR position with f being tuned from 12.1 to 19.9 GHz at H = 5°, 10°, 20°, and 45°is plotted in Fig. 3͑b͒ . The output of Eq. ͑4͒ with the parameters obtained from the angular dispersion is presented in solid lines. In the mass, there is good agreement between the theory and the experimental data, especially for H = 5°and 45°. In the former case, M is close to the hard axis, while in the latter case M is along one of the easy axes. For H = 10°and 20°, the experimental data at low field range tends to deviate from the Kittel's formula toward the resonance condition under easy-axis magnetization. It implies possibly the pinning effect of domain structures that may persist up to about 100 mT, below which M is inclined to take the configuration like a cross tie along the cubic easy axes. 17 On the other hand, with respect to the lineshape of photovoltage, it is related with m that equals to arctan͑D / L͒ as dictated by Eq. ͑5͒. As illustrated in Fig. 1͑b͒ , when f increases from 12.5 to 18.9 GHz, it is estimated that the change in the ratio between L and D corresponds to a shift of / 2 in m . It can be understood by the fact that as the frequency changes, the distribution of microwave field carried by the waveguide changes, which alters m through the action of and consequently changes the appearance of the photovoltage line.
Moreover, the photovoltage lineshape also varies as H changes. For example, in Fig. 2͑a͒ where L and D are comparable with each other at f = 18.9 GHz, the lineshape weighs mostly in the Lorentizan part at H = 135°, and conversely it gains more weight in the dispersive part at H = 45°, although the geometric condition is symmetric with respect to H and the crystal structure in these two cases. It is estimated that m at 135°is shifted by 5 / 6 relative to that at 45°. Generally, L and D are functions of H in the sense that m and ͉m y ͉, determined by the real and the imaginary part of h, depend on the elements of and the spatial components of h that both vary with H .
Based on the experiment, we realize that the lineshape of photovoltage unfolds valuable information about m , the phase of precessing magnetization at resonance, which can be utilized for artificial tailoring of spin dynamics. Such a topic is of potential interest for the application of spintronic devices that are under intensive discussion. For instance, in spin dynamo prototype based on the spin rectification effect, m plays an important role in determining the efficiency of energy conversion from rf excitation to dc electric power. 
